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Peace Prize from UNESCO for French PM Hollande
for War Crimes in Mali?
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As France’s Prime Minister Hollande leads the charge in Africa from the safety of his desk,
with his military killing, terrifying and displacing Africans, he is to receive a peace prize from
UNESCO? To say this was absurd and outright insanity would be putting it mildly.

It seems obvious that the French military charge into Africa is simply to secure the uranium
rich mines there in Mali and Niger, some of which are already controlled by Areva, France’s
nuclear energy giant, who have a strong foothold on the strategically important mines and
assets. Add to this that France is highly dependent on uranium for its countries power
supply  and  we  begin  to  get  a  whiff  of  what  is  going  on,  that  it  is  no  coincidence  or
conspiracy  theory  that  France  has  grabbed  the  chance  to  secure  the  region.

There is a mad scramble to hijack Africa and its mineral rich land by China and the US, so
this opportunity to create the usual Western style gunslinger, cowboy attack could not be
resisted by Obama, Hollande and Cameron to snatch the Gold reserves. With the Fiat paper
money collapsing faster than the twin towers it is imperative that Africa is secured for its
bountiful supply of gold, and the usual excuse of a terrorist threat was employed, when in
truth the greatest terrorist threat worldwide is the US, Israeli and Western megalomaniac
governments, who will do virtually anything to satisfy their insatiable lust for power and
control.

So as Prime French Prime Minister Hollande, Obama and Cameron bomb and bully their way
into the black mans land again, to rob and pillage under the guise of liberators and bringers
of democracy, we see the black people with very little, and hoping for a little more, yelling
Viva La France as the French troops and military hardware roll by as they clap and cheer,
though little do they know that they could very well be the IMF’s next unsuspecting victims,
who may soon be taking out loans and mortgages, in a more sophisticated re enslavement
of black Africans by the unscrupulous West, as they empty their gold and uranium mines
from under their noses.

If this all seems like cynicism let us take a close look first and see the facts and realize there
is a great difference between cynicism and reality.

Author Jason Liosatos is a writer and peace advocate based in the UK, and host of Global
Peace Radio Show.
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